L OO K S WE LOVE

HOW TO W EAR IT

Green garnet eyes
make this darling
owl hoot with joy.

YOUR GOANYWHERE LOOK
Perfect in 12 Easy Steps

Basics become anything but when you add the right accessories. A classic white
tank and your favorite jeans dress up for the office with a richly textured blazer
and feminine, rock-inspired rings, stud earrings and a sleek necklace. At the end
of the day, throw on an extra safety pin bangle, a double-fingered ring and swap
your work bag for a drinks-appropriate clutch in snakeskin and a sleek nude
stiletto for a ready-for-dinner look.

In our animal kingdom,
all these creatures play
well together.
A little critter is softened
with diamond accents.

FOXES, FISH,
OWLS, OH MY!

Pair diamond-studded
spikes with a bold ear
cuff for a little bit of
rock and roll.

Our love for our fellow creatures of land, sea and sky
has never been greater. A little animal totem throws
a bit of playfulness into everyday dressing.
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MIX & MATCH
EARRINGS
Whether you have the classic two
piercings or many, asymmetry works
for everyone. Pair infinity with a
heart for infinite love or a hamsa and
evil eye for powerful protection.

Rose gold gives this
punk-inspired spike a
ladylike feel.

This double
pyramid
earring is
twice the fun.
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SYDNEYEVAN.COM

OVER A DECADE
OF PREDICTIONS
Sydney Evan has been
setting the bar on style for
12 years. The collection was
the first to showcase all of
these trends, which have
become ubiquitous on the
runway and in editorial
spreads worldwide. Designer
Rosanne Karmes’s unique
vision, translated in precious
metals and stones, makes
these pieces both fashionforward and timeless.

Dress your wrists
with leather and
metals that have a
hint of sparkle.
Double finger and
other statement
rings give this look
some edge.

2001 Farmer’s market
Fruit (cherry, pineapple,
apple)
Ear cuffs:
Delicate
proportions
and diamond
details make
this runway
trend an
everyday look.

Layer necklaces in
various metals and
styles for a look that’s
hard yet soft.

A neutral
shade makes
you look long
and lean.

2002 Protection amulets
Hamsa charms, necklaces
and bracelets
2002 Finger parties
Stacking rings
2002 Critters
Animals (elephants, ladybugs)
2008 Personal expression
The script “love” necklace
2011 Fossils
Wooly mammoth ivory
bracelets

Add a clutch
in an electric hue
to really make
an impact.

BLAZER Nicolino
TOP Chelsea Flower
JEANS DL1961 Premium Denim
CLUTCH Khirma Eliazov
SHOE Jimmy Choo
NECKLACES, BRACELETS
EARRINGS, RINGS, EAR CUFF
Sydney Evan
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